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FAQ 
1. Do your tables all look alike? 

a. All of our tables are made out of Red and/or White Oak. All of our tables are stained and 

finished using the same process. Additionally the design of our 8’ (FT3696) and 6’ 

(FT3672) farm tables are identical in design, except for the length. However, since wood 

is a natural product there are variances in the grain from board to board. 

 

2. What is your reservation policy? 

a. Our reservation policy is: 10% to reserve the date. The balance is due 1 week prior to 

your wedding/event. You have up until that time to make changes to the amount of 

rentals. 

 

3. Can I add or reduce the number of rentals, after I have reserved a date? 

a. Absolutely, because of our payment policy, 10% to reserve and balance due 1 week 

prior you have the flexibility to adjust your rentals up until the week before your 

wedding/event date. Keep in mind the delivery fee could be adjusted based on the 

addition or subtraction of rentals. In 90% of cases the delivery fee is not affected. 

 

4. What is your delivery radius/area? 

a. Our standard delivery radius the Winchester, VA area to Washington DC area, west to 

east. Frederick, MD to Fredericksburg, north to south. We will in some cases deliver 

outside this area. Please inquire if you’d like to use our table and your event is outside 

this area.  

 

5. Can you deliver and pick up the same day? 

a. Yes, we are able to deliver and pick up same day if necessary.  

 

6. What is your cancelation policy? 

a. Our cancelation policy is a full refunded if canceled prior to 1 month to event/wedding. 

Within 1 month, 20% of the original rental invoice is due.  
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7. What style legs do your tables have? 

a. Our tables have stained tapered square legs that match the top and apron of the tables. 

Currently this is the only style available. 

 

8. Do the bars have a service shelf or bar backer? 

a. The LEB bars have a service shelf 18” above the floor on the backside. None of the bars 

come with a backer, or extra folding table for drink products 

 

9. What is a hightop table? 

a. A hightop table is a table that is standard bar height, which is 42”. This is an excellent 

size for standing around during a cocktail hour. 

 

10. What is the difference between a Live Edge Bar and Wine Barrel Base Bar? 

a. A live edge bar (LEB) has a full front using barnwood as a support. A wine barrel base bar 

is what it sounds like, using two wine barrels to support a live edge slab. 

 

11. What is the difference between a Farm Table and Live Edge Farm Table? 

a. Farm Tables are all rectangular and either 96” in length (8 feet) or 72” in length (6 feet). 

Both models are 36” in width. A live edge farm table has identical base and apron, 

however the top is slightly thicker and varies in width due to being a natural edge slab. 

We strive to keep the width variances between 32”-36”. These live edge farm tables are 

currently only available in a 6’ length. The live edge farm tables are an excellent choice 

for a sweetheart table or cake/gift table.  

 


